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The small-business-optimism index from the National Federation of Independent Business fell 0.9 points to 95.0 in
January, the third consecutive decline following back-to-back readings of 104.0 in September and October (see top
of first chart). The result is well below the 1986 through
2006 average of 101.0. Details within the report suggest
that SBO’s are concerned about future general economic
conditions and about their own business.
Within the details of the small business survey, the net
percentage of respondents expecting better economic
conditions (“better” minus “worse”) fell to -23 in January
versus -16 in December. This index had been as high as
39 in June 2020 but now is at the lowest level since
November 2013 (see bottom of first chart).
A net -6% expect higher sales over the next 3 months
versus the prior 3 months, down from the net -4% in
December. Excluding a 3-month run of negative results during
the worst of the government-imposed lockdown from March to
May 2020, the back-to-back negative readings are the worst
results since 2011 (see bottom of first chart). A net -7% of all
owners (seasonally adjusted) reported higher nominal sales in
the past 3 months, down 5 points from a -2% in December.
Along with the weak results from the expectations for the
economic outlook and the outlook for sales, the percentage of
respondents believing now is a good time to expand came in at
8 in January, unchanged from the previous month, and a generally
weak result compared to the 2017 through 2019 results (see 2nd chart).
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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With global supply chains buckling under huge order volumes and a confluence of disruptive forces, shippers
should prepare for 2021 to be a perpetual peak season across all transport modes, logistics experts warn.
Competition for freight space is so fierce that companies will need to pay exorbitant premiums to get on planes
and vessels and apply more flexible shipping methods to avoid delays.
And the unusual move to keep factories open during the long Chinese New Year holiday means freight
transportation systems won’t have a chance to draw down shipments stacking up at ports and loading docks
“There will be no slack season this year,” said Brian Bourke, chief growth officer at Chicago-based SEKO Logistics,
during a video briefing for reporters on Monday.
How upside down is the market? With container vessels overbooked, shippers paying record rates and surcharges
to secure space, and congested terminals forcing vessels to wait days for a berth, SEKO’s ocean freight sales team is
now selling airfreight as an alternative mode for customers that need goods quickly, he said.
The import/export bottlenecks are all related to the COVID pandemic.
Companies are building up inventories that diminished when the global economy locked down last spring. Demand
for medical supplies from China to combat the virus remains high. Meanwhile, consumers have shifted spending
from services to things they can enjoy at home or outdoors while observing social distancing rules. Hot items on ecommerce platforms include treadmills (ACC reported on this last year), hot tubs, TVs, surround-sound systems,
bicycles and ski equipment.
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•

The container shipping industry fundamentally changed in 2020 and will face another uncertain 12 months as the
COVID-19 pandemic continues to affect demand and capacity, in particular the Trans-Pacific shipping routes.
• The change has come about not because of the COVID-19 pandemic but rather because of how the carriers
responded to it. This is according to Alan Murphy of SeaIntelligence, speaking during the ‘Container Shipping
Outlook: Analyzing the Trans-Pacific’ webinar from JOC and IHS Markits.
• The webinar, held on 4 February 2021, explored the industry’s performance in 2020 and the underlying reasons
behind the congestion at US West coast ports. Murphy also said it was almost impossible to predict how capacity
will be affected in 2021 because the industry had seen severe fluctuations since the outbreak of the pandemic.
Why is demand so high?
• Since slumping drastically at the end of 2019 and early months of 2020, the container shipping industry has seen
a substantial increase in demand as China has resumed exports.
• This caused volume and container handling move records at some US West Coast ports in November and
December 2020 and has also meant congestion as carriers utilize every vessel in their fleets to clear the backlog
and meet increasing orders. “Supply on east-west trade lanes far exceeds anything in the last 10 years,” Murphy
said. He explained that the rush to transport goods across the Pacific was entirely driven by consumer demand in
North America, in particular the US.
• This in turn is causing the unusual market demand of demand, supply and blank sailings all increasing at the same
time. The congestions at US West Coast ports is so great that in some cases vessels are not making it back to Asia
in time to collect the next load of cargo and that extra loaders are being used to fill the gap.
• Murphy went further and said there was no longer any clear connection between “macroeconomic fundamentals
or any economic indicators” in the container shipping market and while it was possible to guess, forecasting the
future with any accuracy is very difficult.
• Murphy claimed the market slump in 2020 equated to the same result as five Chinese New Year festivals, the time
when factory production in China stops and container volume falls, and some trade lanes fell by 50%.
• By April 2020, container traffic on the Trans-Pacific had fallen by 13% YoY but had recovered surprisingly quickly.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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US bans imports of cotton, tomato products from Xinjiang Uyghur region shippingazette.com
• The United States is banning cotton and tomato products from China's Xinjiang Uyghur region, owing to human
rights concerns, reports Hong Kong's South China Morning Post.
• As the region produces a fifth of the world's cotton supplies, the measure is important to the global textile industry,
said the report.
• "Made in China" does not just indicate a country of origin - it's a warning label," Ken Cuccinelli, the acting deputy
secretary of US Homeland Security, said at a news briefing.
Amazon builds grocery offer in Italy
• Amazon continues to build out its European grocery presence with the launch of Amazon Fresh in Milan, Italy. Prime
members in Milan and the surrounding area will be able to select from an assortment of over 10,000 grocery
products, including from Amazon’s retail partner U2 Supermercato, for free same day delivery on orders over
EUR50. Amazon will expand the service to “other cities” before the end of 2021, including Rome.
• The launch of Amazon Fresh in Italy comes as Amazon rapidly builds out its European grocery services to tap into
the accelerated shift to online grocery shopping over the past year. Just last week, Amazon Fresh launched in Spain,
while in Germany and the UK Amazon is working to create a more streamlined and compelling grocery offer.
Comment – ACC used to have an office in Peschiera Borremeo in Milan Italy.

Retail sales to rise 8.1% in 2021, according to CGP forecast
• Retail sales in 2021 will increase to a record $4.26 trillion, up 8.1% year-over-year, which is the highest this century.
• That’s according to Customer Growth Partners’ 2021 annual forecast, which noted that the growth was on top of
2020’s robust—“and widely unexpected”—year-over-year growth of 7.1%, which came despite last year’s spring
collapse in retail spending triggered by COVID store closures.
• The 8.1% increase for 2021 will mark the fastest pace this century, easily topping 2004’s annual 6.4% increase, based
on data from the DOC/Census Bureau and findings from CGP’s big data platform.

“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
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E-commerce considerations today
• Retail has been moving online for a long time, slowly phasing out the physical store experience (or augmenting it
with integrated digital technology to unite physical and e-shopping experiences into single customer journeys). Covid
has created conditions under which struggling retailers either declared bankruptcy and went out of business, or they
pivoted toward operational change and began to explore their e-commerce options.
• And why wouldn’t any business capable of breaking into e-commerce do so? Statista numbers indicate that the
global e-commerce market will reach the USD2Tmark in 2020, with China leading the way in e-commerce purchasing.
• Many major retailers, such as Inditex (parent company of Zara), Target, and Bed Bath & Beyond, indicate that they
are already heavily investing in upgrades to their digital infrastructure as well as physical operations, i.e., closing
retail stores to focus on building distribution centers to support booming e-commerce business, to promote what are
likely be permanent changes in consumer behavior.
• Thinking beyond traditional retail, however, e-commerce today requires a multichannel focus and the introduction of
new technologies. Consumers are discovering, researching, and ultimately making purchases not only in online web
stores but are also doing so via mobile, via dedicated apps and directly within social media channels.
• Optimizing the e-shopping experience entails considering these changing habits and depends on circumstantial (if
temporary) conditions, such as Covid-19, and facilitating performance-related enhancements to make e-shopping
seamless, robust and speedy.
• Covid has changed the way people think about e-commerce as a part of their daily lives. According to Adobe data, ecommerce spending during Covid-19 has surpassed 2019’s record-breaking holiday shopping. During April and May
2020, consumers outspent the lucrative November-December 2019 period by 7% (USD 153 billion between April and
May 2020 versus USD 142 billion during the holiday sales period in 2019).
• Most predictions say e-commerce will continue to dominate because trends that were already in motion -- ranging
from on-the-go mobile shopping to remote work arrangements – have been accelerated rather than invented by the
pandemic. Traditional retailers that weather this sea change, alongside native e-tailers, will see new shopping habits
persist, especially those that have been most responsive to consumer needs, complaints, and demands
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Germany - January 2021 - Retail landscape and goto-market planning
• Germany’s retail landscape is saturated and highly consolidated. In
the market dominated by the dense network of small–box formats,
Discount, led by Aldi and Lidl, remains the dominant channel,
accounting for around 40% of grocery sales. Despite advanced levels
of ecommerce penetration, food has been slow to move online.
• With a population of 83 million, Germany remains EU’s largest
market. Total chain retail sales will grow at a CAGR of 5.1% between
2020-2025, reaching EUR621.4 bn in 2025.
• Online penetration is above the European average, accounting for
23.5% of chain retail sales in 2020, reaching a share of 27.9% in 2025.
• Walmart entered the German market and targeted small businesses
in as a sector for growth. German Authorities stepped in and enforced
strict competitive rules, effectively and dramatically limiting Walmart’s success in Germany.

“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
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The acceleration of online shopping
• The path to purchase is changing a lot, with more products being purchased online than at any other time in retail
history. According to research firm eMarketer, nearly 150 million consumers worldwide became first time ecommerce buyers in 2020. More than one-third purchased items they’d never bought online before, and 24%
bought products from retailers they hadn’t shopped with before. Looking ahead, half of surveyed US consumers
plan to shop online even more in the future.
• Not surprisingly, the accelerated shift toward online shopping is leading to new consumer expectations. Recent
research shows a growing number of consumers are willing to pay more or switch retailers in favor of those that
offer speedy deliveries, free returns and multiple payment options. That means it’s no longer enough to simply have
an online presence. In 2021, brands and retailers will need to increase efforts to ensure each step of the consumer
journey is as seamless as possible.
Clothing retailers are trying to cut their way to higher profits
• Cut, cut, cut. Retailers are looking to cut their way to higher profits.
• Merchants, on one hand, are reducing orders from factories for the spring and summer, Reuters reports. On the
other, many selling online are pursuing ways to reduce product returns that drive up costs and eat into profits,
according to The Wall Street Journal.
• The moves to reduce the size of factory orders are a direct result of actions taken by retailers last year to carry over
merchandise that went unsold due to the novel coronavirus pandemic breaking out.
• Reuters cites a McKinsey & Company estimate that puts the present value of unsold clothing inventories in stores
and warehouses at between $168 billion and $192 billion, twice as high as is normally carried. The fast-fashion
chain Primark is currently holding unsold merchandise for the spring and summer seasons valued at $205 million
and another $277 million worth of goods for the fall and winter.
• Factory ordering is not the only place where retailers are trying to cut costs. The Wall Street Journal points to steps
that companies are taking to reduce product returns, a problem that has an even greater bottom-line effect with
online orders growing significantly for most retailers since the pandemic hit.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Direct-to-consumer selling
• It’s already a well-known fact that today’s empowered consumers want to buy directly from their favorite brands.
As early as 2017, more than half were purchasing products from manufacturers when given the option. And while
that was the same year Nike initially made waves by agreeing to sell on Amazon, the watershed moment was
short-lived. The behemoth brand was pulling its products from the platform within two years, stirring up
longstanding concerns about unauthorized sellers and brand registry battles to protect products from erosion.
• Moving into 2021, direct-to-consumer selling will remain a highly influential trend worth watching. Direct online
sales saw strong growth last year, increasing 24.3% to $17.75 billion in the US alone. Nike’s D2C sales now
account for an estimated 33% of the company’s revenues, and many other forward-looking brands are following
suit. As consumers continue to shift their buying back to brand apps and websites, we expect to see more
advancements on the direct-to-consumer front.
End of Season Predicted Corn Yields (bu/ac)
• The biggest impacts to corn yield predictions in 2020
are the less than ideal planting conditions this spring,
the derecho event in August, and the continued lack
of rainfall throughout most of the US in the months
of August through October. The continued lack of
rainfall and drought conditions in western Iowa and
central Illinois combined with the derecho event
and the less than ideal planting conditions is likely
to result in yields below the USDA average.
• *We are showing yields for counties which typically
plant at least 25,000 acres of corn based on the past
ten years of crop acreage data from the USDA Farm
Service Agency.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Aldi to open 100 U.S. stores in 2021
• The German discount grocer plans to add 100 stores in 2021, with the locations focused on Arizona, Florida,
California and the Northeast. The company is also breaking ground on a regional headquarters and distribution
center in Loxley, Alabama, that will support it expansion throughout the Gulf Coast region.
• The 564,000-sq.-ft. facility is the company’s sixth distribution center in the southern U.S. and will be equipped to
service up to 100 stores in Alabama, Southern Georgia, Mississippi, the Florida Panhandle and Louisiana, which will
be the 38th state where Aldi operates. It is scheduled to open next year.
Innovations Driving Growth For Grocers Amid Crisis
• In 2020, major grocery chains including Walmart, Target, Albertsons and Kroger saw steady revenue increases, with
roughly 10 percent year-over-year growth. Not surprisingly, online revenue jumped even more dramatically –
exceeding 240 percent for some grocers. While these gains are encouraging, we are far from the end of the crisis.
Harder times are expected, and reports indicate grocery revenue could fall sharply if grocers don’t stay ahead of the
still changing market.
• Below are four tech-driven innovations that will help the industry hold on to the increases from the past year and
continue growing despite ongoing downward economic pressures.
o Predictive technology and automated ordering - Data from our customers shows that predictive forecasting
and automated ordering can increase gross margins by up to 30 percent.
o Improved delivery auditing - The disruption in the food chain has left suppliers scrambling to meet demand.
In some cases, they are unable to deliver 100 percent of the product ordered.
o Merchandising to optimize sales and reduce waste - Many grocers calculate food waste in the low teens,
while in reality, they are likely wasting somewhere between 35-50 percent of their perishable SKUs.
o Scan-based trade - With scan-based trade, suppliers maintain ownership of inventory rather than the retailers
themselves, so anything that doesn’t sell is tracked and “bought back,” ultimately removing shrink (from
spoilage, breakage and theft) from the margins.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Ocado full year retail sales up 35.3% as international fees grow 52%
• Ocado has reported full year results, with revenues rising 35.3% to GBP2.2 billion in 2020, from GBP1.6 billion in
2019. Average orders per week rose 2.8% to 334,000, while basket size averaged GBP137 in 2020 compared to
GBP106 in 2019, reflecting larger shopping trips due to COVID-19. 2020 was also a key year for Ocado’s
International Solutions division, with fees billed to partners rising 52% to USD123.9 million. FY 2020 also saw the
opening of Ocado’s first international CFCs for Sobeys in Canada and Casino in France.
• Ocado’s double-digit digital sales growth of 35%, although lower than key UK competitors due to capacity
constraints, indicates a sustained upward impulse for ecommerce beyond the pandemic, as consumers build their
familiarity with online grocery shopping and form long-lasting habits. These results also demonstrate Ocado’s
growing international influence on grocery home delivery, with 2021 likely to see a number of developments,
including the launch of Kroger’s first Ocado-powered CFC, one of 20 planned in the US.
• Ocado is dramatically ramping up its expansion in the US and plans to open three new automated customer
fulfilment centres (CFCs). The retail technology company is further expanding its partnership with Kroger, the
largest grocer in the US, which it first partnered with in 2018 with plans to launch 20 CFCs across the country.
• Ocado will now construct a 300,000sq ft automated fulfilment centre in the “West” of the country, although a
specific location has not been specified.
• Another 200,000sq ft branch will be constructed in the Pacific Northwest region, while a smaller 150,000sq ft
centre is set to be built in the Great Lakes.
• These CFC’s, which use “advanced robotics technology and creative solutions to redefine the customer experience”,
have fast become the brands key area of operations and expansion.
• While Ocado started life as an online grocery retailer here in the UK, it has turned to selling its solutions to other
retailers like Kroger, Sobey’s in Canada and Casino in France as its key source of revenue.
• “Kroger and Ocado are building an ecommerce ecosystem across the U.S. that will deliver unrivalled online
experiences to more customers, in more ways and in more markets,” Ocado Solutions chief executive Luke Jensen
said.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Hapag-Lloyd starts block train services in Ukraine
• German shipping giant Hapag-Lloyd has started offering three block train connections in Ukraine, complementing
the existing domestic service from the port city of Odessa to the main Ukrainian industrial centres of Kharkiv,
Dnipro and Kiev.
• The liner said in a statement that the new connections will cover 70% of the country's cargo origins and
destinations by an own rail product. The rail service will be provided by NUNIT, the intermodal company of
TransInvestService, the largest private terminal operator in Ukraine.
• The partnership will enable Hapag-Lloyd to offer three weekly block trains, made up of 30 to 45 platforms each, as
well as to use the depots and facilities of TIS for the on-site storage and stowage of the cargo.
Texas port obtains CARES grant for new rail loop
• The U.S. Department of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration (EDA) is awarding a $3 million
recovery assistance grant under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES) to the Victoria
County Navigation District in Texas to make railway infrastructure improvements to support business and job
growth at the Port of Victoria.
• Consistent with ongoing investment in Gulf ports, this growth plan assists with the move of North-South goods’
flows with increasing trade deals between the U.S. and South American countries. Erstwhile container ships of
4,000 to 5,000 TEUs are being re-routed from East-West moves to North-South lanes.

Fulfillment of the future
Fast, free shipping is officially old news. Moving forward, the focus will be on resourceful and inventive methods for
fulfilling orders faster than ever while keeping costs manageable. According to Forrester’s latest predictions, 2021 will
be the year for brands and retailers to increase investments in everything from drop shipping to micro-fulfillment
centers. Some omnichannel retailers are leveraging physical stores to fulfill more e-commerce orders, while others are
using the dark store model to turn low-traffic locations into high-volume fulfillment hubs. As these and other
innovative approaches continue to gain momentum, they’re likely to have a big impact on consumer expectations.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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The for-hire trucking trends for 2021
The for-hire industry comprises independent contractors, owner-operators, small brokerages, subregional carriers and
more. However, carriers across the board need to recognize the trucking trends coming out of the for-hire trucking
industry as they will inevitably carry over into larger carrier networks as well.
1. Capacity concerns will remain a leader in for-hire trucking trends
Trucking capacity concerns are everywhere. The USPS, UPS, DHL and FedEx still are struggling to handle the surging
volume from peak season. And even recently, the major carriers have reinstated pre-holiday peak shipping fees. Those
charges are a harbinger of increased demand, which will put more pressure on the for-hire trucking industry as well.
2. Owner-operators will purchase more trucks
The for-hire market is also responding to the demand for more capacity. In 2021, market experts predict a surge in freight
volume through an acceleration of Class 8 orders at the end of 2020. That growth is likely to be paramount to multiple
aspects of transportation, including a demand for more drivers.
3. Driver salaries will help stimulate increased driver training enrollment
The average salary for a truck driver right now is between $55,000-$60,000, with an entry-level driver making between
$40,000-$50,000.” As a result, an influx of new enrollees is likely. However, it will still be months before these new drivers
have finalized all requirements, completed examinations and started actual driving.
4. For-hire transporters will see continued pressure to accelerate transit times
Another trend within the for-hire trucking industry surrounds the need to speed delivery times. Drivers can only go so
fast. That much is simple.
5. Elevated consumer spending will push for more demand in the services industry, resulting in more loads
As consumers have grown discontent with the state of the economy, there’s a growing volcano of unrest. There will soon
come a time when people flock back to their favored services and begin lavish spending across a variety of industries.
6. Vaccine distribution will also play a role in for-hire trucking trends
A final concern in the for-hire trucking industry involves COVID-19 vaccine distribution. The reality is that most
companies without the resources to handle vaccine transport are out of the equation.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Intermodal Forecast
• Capacity
o In 2021, the domestic truckload-based intermodal providers will likely increase the size of their container
fleets (the closest measurement we have to a true domestic intermodal capacity measurement). Those
expansions would come in contrast to 2020, with one of the most modest domestic container size increases in
recent memory. So domestic intermodal capacity, at least in terms of container count, should rise in 2021.
o In addition to a larger industry container fleet size, the existing container fleet will likely be utilized more
efficiently as the year progresses, leading to a further increase in container availability and intermodal
capacity. Container fleet utilization, or “container turns,” should improve in 2021 as the lane imbalance issues
experienced in 2020 become less severe as the East Coast ports recover some market share (see Figure 9).
o While there should be greater container availability in 2021, what is less clear is whether congestion issues
near ports and rail terminals will play as prominent a role in 2021 as they did last year and whether
intermodal service levels will be strong enough to take (or even maintain) market share in lanes that are
highly competitive with truckload.
• Pricing
o Annual domestic intermodal contracts should renew at significantly higher rates (in the high single digits to
double digits depending on lane) when they are repriced in 2021. Intermodal bid season is weighted toward
the early months of the year and the direction of rates, relative to the prior year, generally follows the market
conditions of the prior fall’s intermodal peak season as well as the current competitive dynamics with
truckload. In 2021’s case, the prior intermodal peak season was characterized by an unusually strong importdriven freight surge, a longer-than-normal seasonal peak, congestion at the West Coast ports, tight labor
availability and a tight truckload market. Those issues created additional costs on many fronts that intermodal
providers needed to bear in order to meet customer commitments; as contracts with shippers are
renegotiated, intermodal providers will attempt to recover those incremental costs. Additional evidence of
coming contract rate increases include the recent exorbitant intermodal spot rates on eastbound lanes.
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Carriers express fury as exports to EU dropped 68% since Brexit
• British exports to the European Union fell by a staggering 68% in January this year compared with the same time
period last year, a study has shown.
• According to the Road Haulage Association (RHA) 65-75% of vehicles arriving from the EU were returning to the
bloc empty.
• The organization said that this was because of a lack of goods, delays in Britain, and because UK firms had stopped
exporting to the bloc.
• RHA’s chief executive Richard Burnett told the Observer that it was “deeply frustrating and annoying that ministers
have chosen not to listen to the industry and experts” who have consistently called for more government
deliberation.
• The figures, based on a survey of the RHA's members, was detailed in a letter the RHA sent to Cabinet Office
minister Michael Gove on Monday pleading for "urgent intervention" to support critical supply chains.
London Gateway and Tilbury ports bid for 'free port' with Ford factory
• Two major ports on the Thames Estuary have joined forces in a bid to became a new "free port" area which bosses
claim could spark jobs and investment.
• The Thames Freeport would include the ports of Tilbury and London Gateway, in
Essex, as well Ford's Dagenham plant further west.
• The government is looking to create 10 free ports across the UK and will
announce its choices in March.
• Free port status would allow the area to work outside normal
customs rules.
• Alan Shaoul from London Gateway owners DP World said it would
"enable trade with the rest of the world".
• He said free ports would "be an effective way of underpinning Britain's economy
post-Brexit and post-Covid".
“Coming together is a beginning… Keeping together is progress… Working together is a success.”
Henry Ford
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Despite mid-year dip, rents for logistics real estate rose worldwide in 2020
• Strong demand for logistics real estate drove rents higher worldwide in 2020, and the trend is expected to continue
this year as demand for modern space in close proximity to customers intensifies, according to industry reports
released this week.
• Logistics real estate giant Prologis released its Logistics Rent Index Wednesday, revealing a nearly 3% increase in rents
for industrial real estate globally last year. This came despite a mid-year dip due to the pandemic. Rents in the United
States and Canada grew 3.2%, driven by strong demand for space as e-commerce and the need for last-mile delivery
accelerated, especially in the second half of the year, according to the report.
• Key findings from the 2020 Rent Index:
o Pandemic uncertainty led to negative growth in most global markets during the second quarter of 2020. The
exceptions were Japan and Brazil, which recorded stable or positive growth throughout the year.
o North America and Brazil led 2020 growth. Structural demand bolstered positive pricing power rapidly in these
markets as replacement costs continued to move upward.
o Dips were the most severe in supply-rich markets. These markets, which are relatively few, include Houston,
Poland and West China.
o Most markets experienced quick recovery. Concessions initially given to secure occupancy were reversed
quickly as vacancies remained low and demand stayed healthy.

No easing of bottlenecks as China enters Year of the Ox
The demand surge that is congesting supply chains out of Asia is expected to continue long after Chinese New Year as
carriers and ports battle with cargo backlogs.
Global Logistics: New regulations underway
With the growing market dominance, the headwind against the big Internet giants is getting stronger. In 2020, antitrust
investigations have been undertaken in the United States, Europe, and even in China.
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Freight trends in 2020
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Key measures used in the Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index 2020
The 2021 Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index presents a data-driven
analysis of 50 of the world’s most promising emerging logistics markets,
reflecting the complexity, connectedness and opportunities each market
provides.
Domestic Logistics Opportunities – measures the performance of each
emerging market and its potential to sustain and develop domestic
demand that requires competitive logistics markets:
(i) Domestic logistics markets – size & growth, (ii) Economy – size & growth,
(iii) Population – size & growth, (iv) Income equality, (v) Urbanization and (vi)
Development of business clusters

International Logistics Opportunities – measures internal and external
demand for trade intensive logistics services and the capacity of
individual emerging markets to facilitate cross-border logistics
operations:
(i) International logistics markets – size & growth, (ii) Logistics intensive trade –
size & growth, (iii) Infrastructure quality and connectedness and (iv) Border
procedures – time & cost

Business Fundamentals – measures openness, robustness, fairness and
strength of each individual emerging market’s business environment,
rule of law and market independence:
(i) Regulatory environment, (ii) Credit and debt dynamics, (iii) Contract enforcement
& anti-corruption frameworks, (iv) Inflation & price stability, (v) Cost of crime &
violence and (vi) Market accessibility & domestic stability.
The full Index is available at www.ti-insight.com
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Seaspan orders two new 24,000 TEU ships to be delivered in two years
• Hong Kong-based containership owner and operator Seaspan has entered into an agreement with a major shipyard
for the construction of two 24,000 TEU-capacity box ships, marking the company's entry into the ultra-large
containership segment.
• Seaspan said in a statement that the new vessels are scheduled for delivery in early 2023 at which point they will
enter into 18-year charters with a leading global liner customer.
• The company said it expects to finance the vessels through additional borrowings as well as cash on hand, reports
gCaptain, Ventura, California (LA area).
• As of September 30, 2020, Seaspan's global fleet consisted of 127 vessels and approximately 1,073,000 TEU. Late
last year, the company also announced an agreement for five newbuild 12,200 TEU vessels which, combined with
the two latest vessels, will add new capacity of 109,000 TEU to its fleet.
Freight firms reject 20pc of cargoes shipped from France to UK shippingazette.com
• Freight companies are rejecting one in five contracts to take goods from France to the UK as border rules put in
place after Brexit added to delays in moving goods across the English Channel.
• The rejection rate, showing how many companies pulled out of long-term delivery contracts to move goods, was
158 per cent higher last week than its average during the third quarter, according to data from global logistics
platform Transporeon. The reading was marginally lower than the week before.
• "Very high" rejection rates also on the return journey to France and Germany reflected "unprepared shippers,
maxed-out bank guarantees for transit documents, and carriers preferring to go back to the continent empty."
Yang Ming's latest 12,690 TEU ship to be deployed on transpacific loop shippingazette.com
• Yang Ming has taken delivery of the fourth in the series of ten 12,690 TEU neo-panamax vessels three months
ahead of schedule. The carrier, named the YM Target, will be deployed immediately on THE Alliance's transpacific
PN3 loop, which links Asia with the North American west coast ports of Vancouver and Seattle, due to "increased
demand prior to Chinese New Year".
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Red Sea Gateway Terminal to sell 40pc stake to Cosco and PIF shippingazette.com
• China's Cosco Shipping Ports Limited and Saudi Arabia's Public Investment Fund have entered into separate
agreements to each purchase a 20% equity interest in Red Sea Gateway Terminal for a total of US$28 million.
• After completion of the transactions, CSPL and PIF will become shareholders of RSGT while RSGT founding
shareholders will retain the remaining 60 per cent ownership.
• "Adding PIF and CSPL as shareholders will accelerate RSGT's domestic and international growth plans," said Jens O
Floe, CEO of RSGT.
• CSPL, the potential new stakeholder of RSGT, operates and manages 360 berths at 36 ports worldwide with a
combined annual handling capacity of 115 million TEU as of September 30, 2020.
Zhonggu Logistics orders ten 4,600 TEU ships at Yangzijiang
• China's largest domestic container shipping line Zhonggu Logistics has placed an order at Yangzijiang Shipbuilding for
the construction of ten 4,600 TEU containerships as part of its recently announced newbuild programme.
• Last month, the company disclosed a plan to build up to eighteen 4,600 TEU ships with the total value of the
contracts to be around RMB4.5 billion (US$695million).
• The vessels are expected to be delivered in the next 2-4 years and will be deployed for domestic coastal shipping
services, according to Singapore's Splash 247.
• The new contracts will be funded by the proceeds from the IPO the company completed in September last year.
Ocean container losses topple annual average in 2 months
• The World Shipping Council issued an eye-opening report last July. What seemed like a steady stream of vessel fires,
capsizes and container losses was in fact a small drop in the global ocean shipping bucket. A WSC study found a tiny
fraction, about .0006%, of the roughly 226 million containers shipped on the world’s oceans each year were lost.
• WSC reported on average only 1,382 containers were lost at sea per year between 2018 and 2019. So, what’s going
on? Between Nov. 30 and Jan. 31, more than 2,675 containers were lost in five incidents at sea. That’s almost double
the annual average in just a two-month period.
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Port of Long Beach has best January on record
• The Port of Long Beach began 2021 the same way it ended 2020 — by setting records.
• The port reported this week it just had its best January on record, moving 764,006 TEUs, a 21.9% jump from the
same month last year. It was the first time the nation’s second-busiest seaport handled more than 700,000 TEUs in
the month of January, surpassing the previous record set in January 2018 by a whopping 106,176 TE
• As it has in recent months, the number of empty containers heading back to Asia sticks out in West Coast ports’
reports. Empties were up 34.6% year-over-year in January to 270,221 TEUs — more than double the number of
loaded containers for export.
• The Port of Long Beach is not forecasting a slowdown. The port said that although activity typically slows in February
during celebrations in Asia for Lunar New Year, “projections show that this month could be busier than usual as
unscheduled container ship calls continue to make up for voyages that were canceled at the start of the COVID-19
pandemic in early 2020.”
Port Tracker report points to anticipated ongoing import growth in 2021
• High levels of United States-bound retail container imports remain fully intact, amid the ongoing myriad challenges
the ocean cargo market has faced over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to the most recent edition of
the Port Tracker report, which was issued by the NRF and maritime consultancy Hackett Associates today.
• The ports surveyed in the report include Los Angeles/Long Beach; Oakland; Tacoma; Seattle; Houston; New York/New
Jersey; Hampton Roads; Charleston, and Savannah; Miami; Jacksonville; and Fort Lauderdale, Fla.-based Port
Everglades.
• Coming on the heels of record 2020 import levels, the report explained that more monthly records are expected
heading into the summer months, as the economy recovers from the pandemic.
• Port Tracker reported for December, the most recent month for which data is available, U.S-based retail container
ports handled 2.11 million Twenty-Foot Equivalents (TEU), was eked out a 0.2% gain over November and a 22.3%
annual increase. For all of 2020, the report stated that total imports—at 22 million TEU—saw a 1.9% annual gain over
the 21.6 million TEU recorded for 2019, setting a new annual record, topping 2018’s 1.89 million TEU.
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South Carolina Ports rides rails to robust January
• Rail moves may be just as important to the South Carolina Ports Authority as those on water, so the SCPA can raise a
glass to the record-setting January at Inland Port Greer.
• Inland Port Greer, the SCPA’s rail-served port in upstate South Carolina, recorded 13,401 rail moves, its best January
and a 16% hike year-over-year.
• Container volumes were also up in January. South Carolina Ports handled 216,265 twenty-foot equivalent units
(TEUs) at the Wando Welch and North Charleston container terminals, compared to 211,020 TEUs in January 2020, a
2.5% year-over-year increase.
• From July 1, when the SCPA’s fiscal year began, through Jan. 31, the ports handled more than 1.43 million TEUs.
That’s down less than 1% — 9,745 TEUs — from the 1,439,790 TEUs moved in the same period in 2019-20.

US ports set to break monthly records as import traffic accelerates
US ports will consistently set new monthly records until the summer as the nation’s economy continues to recover from
the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, as per the National Retail Federation and Hackett Associates Global Port Tracker.
• The NRF predicted that US ports will process 1.91 million TEU in February, a projected increase of 26.3% year-on-year
(YoY). In March it predicted ports will handle imports of 1.91 million TEU, an unprecedented increase 41% YoY.
• The YoY import increases will gradually slow down in April, which will see a spike of 13.3%, but continue in May –
23.8% – and June – 18.3%.
• Each month between January and June will be a YoY record and the first half of 2021 will see imports increase by
22.1%, the NRF claimed.
• Between 25 and 30 ships are waiting at dock at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach and the congestion is being
exacerbated by equipment and labour shortages.
• The rush to get goods to the US has been ongoing since the last few months of 2020. The NRF said retail sales during
November and December 2020 hit a record $789.4 billion, an increase of 8.3% YoY and preliminary retail figures
shows sales for the whole of 2020 rose 6.8%.
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Container giant Maersk sees no letup yet in COVID-fueled cargo boom
• For container lines, it just keeps getting better and better. Demand is hitting new highs with every passing quarter.
For besieged cargo shippers struggling with overwhelmed supply chains, it just keeps getting worse and worse.
Their question is: When will the COVID-induced demand surge finally peak, allowing shipping services to return to
normal?
• The answer from Maersk, the world’s largest container line operator, is: Definitely not in the first quarter of this
year, maybe in the second quarter — but then again, we’ve never lived through a pandemic before, so maybe even
later. With Maersk’s business split roughly 50-50 between contract and spot, and with contract rates expected to
rise substantially year-on-year, spot rates would have to fall significantly starting in Q2 and remain weak through
the second half for Maersk to end up at the low end of its 2021 EBITDA guidance range.

Transpacific eastbound market update – week 6, 2021
• Finding last minute capacity before Chinese New Year continues to be a challenge and ocean carriers are charging
significant premiums to guarantee equipment and loading. Significant berthing delays in Southern California are
adding to the capacity shortage in Asia. This is forcing carriers to cancel sailings as idle capacity needed to fill the
void is virtually nonexistent.
• The FMC is also concerned with the impact of the congestion at Southern California ports and is urging ocean
carriers to utilize other ports for intermodal volume to help ease the congestion. However, this is much easier said
than done. Any temporary relief from vessel arrivals in early March due to the Chinese New Year holiday will
certainly help terminals play catch up but other factors such as labor shortages, terminal capacity and the
continual arrival of fully laden vessels will hinder any hopes for a fast recovery. The sooner ocean carriers can
regain pro-forma schedules, the faster the market can recover to a level of normalcy. Our crystal ball shows
congestion lasting right through the 1st quarter if not longer.
• Every month it seems a new record high is set and unfortunately February 1st didn’t disappoint. As the market
takes a breather during the Chinese New Year holiday, we expect rates to remain at their current historic levels
with no additional increases anticipated during the second half of February.
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War of words escalates as exporters scramble for scarce containers
• A war of words is heating up over U.S. exports, particularly food exports — and the outcome of that clash could affect
U.S. containerized imports as well.
• Reports first surfaced in late October that carriers were rushing containers back empty from California to Asia to
serve lucrative headhaul trades instead of loading U.S. export cargoes.
• Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) Chairman Michael Khouri warned in December: “We are looking into all
potential responsive actions, including a review of whether ocean carriers’ actions are in full compliance with the
Shipping Act.”
• California government officials informed the FMC last Thursday that “the operations of our agricultural sector, which
relies heavily on export markets, are being heavily affected.” They blamed carrier practices “related to detention and
demurrage charges, export container availability and container-return practices.”
• California officials asked the FMC to compel carriers to suspend or reduce detention and demurrage charges, cancel
congestion surcharges, and enhance notifications on empty-container receiving locations.
Trans-Pacific carriers adding PNW, Oakland capacity for LA–LB diversions
Trans-Pacific carriers seeking relief from congestion in Southern California are approaching Oakland and Seattle-Tacoma
as alternatives for first-call inbound services.

Yang Ming expands fleet to meet Pacific demand
• Yang Ming Marine Transport Corp (Yang Ming) has increased its container ship fleet with a new 11,000 TEU vessel as
it looks to meet growing demand on Trans-Pacific trade routes.
• The carrier said the YM Target has joined its fleet three months ahead of schedule and will provide efficient delivery
services between Asia and Pacific Northwest coast of the US.
• The YM Target is the fourth to be delivered in the series. This type of vessels has a nominal capacity of 12,690 TEU
and is equipped with 1,000 plugs for reefer containers.
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Chicken Salad Chick to add 40 new locations in 2021
• The fast-casual restaurant chain, which opened 37 new locations in 2020, plans to open 40 new restaurants in key
markets across the Southeast and Midwest regions in 2021. Looking further ahead, it aims to have 50 new
restaurant openings per year by 2022. Chicken Salad Chick, which currently has 175 restaurants in 17 states, has a
goal of having 500 locations open by the end of 2025.
• The fast-growing eatery opened 37 restaurants in key target markets throughout 2020 – including seven in Texas,
five in Georgia, three in Louisiana, two in Arkansas and its first-ever location in Indiana – resulting in a 22% increase
in unit count year-over-year. The brand also signed nine franchise agreements to develop 23 new restaurants during
the next several years in states such as North Carolina, Virginia and Louisiana.
Convenience Channel Starts 2021 With Uptick in Consumer Spending & Trips
• Consumer spending at convenience stores picked up in January, kickstarting sales gains and topping numbers from
December 2020 and the third quarter of 2020.
• Although the convenience channel isn't entirely out of the woods in terms of recovering the trips lost since the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic last March, the improved performance is a good start to 2021, the association
stated.
• Trips year-over-year improved three points to -10.2 percent for the most recent four-week period vs. -13.2 percent
for the prior four weeks. The late-evening daypart (7 to 10:59 p.m.) was the biggest beneficiary, with trips up 6.3
points over the prior four-week period. The morning rush, which was once integral to c-store inside sales
performance, has stubbornly remained at 85 percent of prior year trips for the 7 to 9:59 a.m. time slot since late
November.
• Spend per transaction — which has been a bright spot for the convenience sector throughout much of the pandemic
compared with pre-pandemic levels — climbed to +22.5 percent for the four weeks ended Jan. 31 vs. +17.5 percent
for the prior four-week period.
• Another encouraging sign is that most categories improved year-over-year in terms of dollars and trips.
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33 healthcare companies on Fortune's 'most-admired' ranking
• Fortune released its 2021 list of the "World's Most Admired Companies," with 33 healthcare companies featured in
the ranking.
• For the list, Fortune began with a list of 1,500 companies, with 1,000 being the largest U.S. companies by revenue
and the others being non-U.S. companies in Fortune's Global 500 database that have at least $10 billion in revenue.
The pool was then narrowed to the highest-revenue companies in each industry, a total of 670.
In a pandemic, demand for telehealth services soars
• Venture capital firms are venturing out of Silicon Valley and into hospitals, healthcare
IT, and personal health. In 2010, just $211 million of digital health funding came from
venture capitalists. That figure has ballooned in recent years to a colossal $14.82 billion
in 2020—enough to produce “Avengers: Endgame” 41 times. That’s a lot of superhero
sequels.
• As the healthcare industry experiences meaningful growth over the next few years,
startups will have plenty of opportunities to create products that improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of care.
• To develop these products and bring them to market, most entrepreneurs will need to
raise outside capital. Luckily, with increased health spending, VC funding to upstart HealthTech companies has
grown in lockstep.
As Drug Prices Keep Rising, State Lawmakers Propose Tough New Bills to Curb Them
• Fed up with a lack of federal action to lower prescription drug costs, state legislators around the country are
pushing bills to penalize drug makers for unjustified price hikes and to cap payment at much-lower Canadian levels.
• These bills, sponsored by both Republicans and Democrats in a half-dozen states, are a response to consumers’
intensified demand for action on drug prices as prospects for solutions from Congress remain highly uncertain.
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China exported more than 220 BILLION masks in 2020
• Nearly 40 for every person outside the country - as coronavirus sparked huge demand
• China exported more than 220 billion face masks in 2020, the equivalent of nearly 40 per person outside of the
country.
• Demand for protective equipment has skyrocketed after the breakout of the coronavirus pandemic which began in
China in late 2019.
• The surge in exports helped the country become the only major economy in the world to grow last year after its
Communist leaders covered up the crisis in its early stages and quickly contained the virus.
Kaiser posts $6.4B net income in 2020
• Kaiser Permanente recorded a net income of $6.4 billion in 2020, a 14 percent decline compared to 2019, according
to recently released financial documents.
• The 39-hospital system saw its operating revenue increase in 2020 to $88.7 billion, compared to $84.5 billion in
2019. The health system also saw its expenses rise 5.8 percent year over year to $86.5 billion.
• This left Kaiser with an operating income of $2.2 billion in 2020, down about 19 percent from 2019. Overall, Kaiser
ended the year with a 2.5 percent operating margin, compared to a 3.2 percent operating margin in 2019.
• Kaiser also saw a nonoperating gain of $4.1 billion in 2020, compared to $4.7 billion in 2019.

AstraZeneca's vaccine may not effectively protect against South Africa variant, small trial shows
• Officials in South Africa said Feb. 7 they are halting the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine developed by AstraZeneca
and the University of Oxford after a small clinical trial showed it doesn’t appear to protect against mild to moderate
cases from B.1.351, the variant of the novel coronavirus that is circulating in the country.
• The trial that prompted the country's decision to suspend AstraZeneca's vaccine was a small one with a median
participant age of 31, so not reliable enough to draw any unequivocal conclusions about the vaccine's effectiveness
against the South Africa variant, according to The WSJ. Sarah Gilbert, the University of Oxford's lead vaccine
developer, told the BBC a modified version of the vaccine will likely be produced by fall to fight the SA variant.
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Fake N95 masks reportedly sent to dozens of Washington state hospitals
• The Washington State Hospital Association said Feb. 8 it discovered counterfeit N95 masks were sent to dozens of
hospitals across the state.
• The association said it received a notice from 3M about counterfeit N95 masks circulating in the national supply of
personal protective equipment. Hospitals in the state submitted their masks to 3M for analysis, and the
manufacturer confirmed that some of the masks were counterfeit.
• The hospital association said it has asked potentially affected hospitals to pull the masks from their supplies while
the 3M fraud department investigates. 3M flagged several lot numbers as potentially counterfeit.
• The hospital association is still awaiting analysis of some lots of masks. The issue affects dozens of hospitals across
the state and the supply of hundreds of thousands of N95 masks.
• "These N95s are precious resources we need to keep staff safe. It is reprehensible that counterfeiters are selling
fake goods," said Cassie Sauer, president and CEO of the hospital association.
Florida mask maker says it has 30 million N95s it can't sell
• Though N95 masks remain in high demand across the U.S., many smaller American manufacturers are finding it hard
to sell their N95 masks to hospitals and health systems, as they tend to purchase from companies that prefer to buy
cheaper masks made overseas, The New York Times reported.
• DemeTech, a medical manufacturer in Miami, Fla., told the Times it has 30 million N95 masks for sale but can't find
buyers.
• "It's insane that we can't get these masks to the people who desperately need them," DemeTech vice president Luis
Arguello Jr. told the Times.
• Businesses such as DemeTech have to overcome purchasing habits of hospitals, medical supply distributors and
state governments that prefer cheaper masks made overseas, particularly in China, the Times reported. Hospitals
also tend to prefer the type of masks they already use because it takes too much time to fit-test new models on
employees, according to the Times.
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S. Korea Fast-Tracks Plan to Build World's Largest Offshore Wind Farm
• The government of South Korea has pledged to put its support behind a $43 billion plan to build the world's biggest
offshore wind farm.
• As part of President Moon Jae-In's "Green New Deal" plan for reducing the nation's carbon emissions, the
administration is backing a proposed 8.2-gigawatt wind farm off the coast of Sinan, a small archipelago just west of
Mokpo. If fully built out, it would be the largest single offshore wind project in the world, and it would double the
nation's existing wind power capacity.
• The objective behind the project is to jump-start South Korea's renewable energy industry and make the nation a
leader in offshore wind power by 2030. Japan and China both plan large-scale expansion into offshore wind, and the
Sinan megaproject will bring South Korea in line with its neighbors.
• Moon's administration estimates that its construction and operation would create 120,000 jobs, along with new
opportunities at manufacturing centers in Mokpo, Yeongam and Sinan. In a "win-win" development model, Moon
said, local residents will have employment opportunities from the project, along with a share of the profits in the
form of a lifelong "offshore wind power pension."

Japan Sets Ambitious Targets for Ammonia as a Fuel
• Japan's powerful Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry has mapped out a plan to add 30 million tonnes per year of
renewable ammonia to the country's fuel mix by 2050, intending to reduce emissions from legacy power plants and
from Japanese shipping.
• METI is aiming to substitute 20% of the coal supply for Japan's coal-fired
power stations with ammonia by 2030, rising to 50-plus percent over time.
The ultimate goal is to build out ammonia-fired powerplants as a part of a
new low-carbon power mix, in addition to offshore wind and nuclear.
• Ammonia imports could also be used as marine fuel, and Japanese shipowner
NYK is working with Japan Marine United and ClassNK on the design of an
ammonia-powered ammonia gas carrier.
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Construction begins on the largest solar plant in the US
• Construction on the Samson Solar Energy Center, the largest solar energy project in the U.S., has started. Once
completed, the farm will generate 1,310 megawatts of energy, by far the most energy generated by a single solar farm
in the country. The solar power plant will be larger than the Gemini solar project in Las Vegas, which was slated to be
the largest in the U.S. The Gemini farm is set to produce about 690 megawatts of renewable energy.
• The new solar plant will span over three counties in northeast Texas, close to the Oklahoma border. The project is
being developed by Invenergy and will create over 600 jobs in the construction phase. It is also expected to generate
over $450 million in tax revenue and landowner lease payments.
• The construction is slated for completion in 2023, with the plant providing solar to many factories and businesses
within the state. Companies were showing interest long before construction began, and some corporations have
signed Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) with Invenergy, allowing them to be part of the project once complete.
Could hydrogen power be F1's future solution?
• On the one side there is committing to hybrids (an internal combustion engine with extra battery power) allied to a
push for more sustainable fuel. This is the option that F1 has taken.
• Then, there has been much talk about going all-electric further down the road. But the fact that battery power
technology cannot propel a 200mph racing car that can run flat out for two hours, allied to FE's 25-year exclusivity
contract, means that is a non-starter for now.
• But there is a third option that has been quietly bubbling away in the background.
• And while the technology is a bit premature for the next cycle of F1 engine rules from 2025, it is definitely something
that could be a serious consideration within the next decade. That's hydrogen power.
• The announcement this week that Red Bull Advanced Technologies is to collaborate on the design of the chassis
concept for a hydrogen-fueled Le Mans sportscar has reignited interest in the topic – and prompted some fresh
thoughts about whether it could be viable for F1.
• Red Bull is to work with French racing car constructor ORECA on the creation of what's known as the H24 concept –
which aims to run a hydrogen class of cars at the 2024 Le Man 24 Hours.
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Faster than a Bugatti Chiron – China’s new bullet train uses magnetic levitation to reach a speed of 373 mph
• China has always been a forerunner when it comes to technology and trains. In doing what it does best, the country
recently unveiled a prototype for a high-speed magneticlevitation bullet train – one that runs at a speed of 600km per
hour. The model has been developed by the state-owned
China Railway Rolling Stock Corporation (CRRC) with the
actual train scheduled to hit tracks by 2021.
• Called the maglev – short from magnetic levitation, the
system is built using magnetic forces that help it achieve high
speeds. In total, the train utilizes two sets of magnets – one
that allows lifting the train off the track and the other used to
propel it forward. Owing to the frictionless, ‘floating’
technology, the maglev can achieve high speeds
of up to 600km per
hour without losing its balance or acceleration. The train is
also purported to be faster than jet travel over certain
distances, considering the additional time taken for security
checks at airports.
• Currently, only South Korea and Japan run their own maglev
trains, with China being the third to join the row. The
prototype is currently going through extensive tests before it
can be deemed fit for being deployment in 2021. China
Railway Rolling Stock Corporation (CRRC) is also working on
an experimental center and a high-speed maglev trial
production center, both of which are expected to become
operational by the end of the year.
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